Given a random walk (S n ) n∈Z defined for a doubly infinite sequence of times, we let the time parameter (n k ) k∈N itself be a process with values in Z and call (S n k ) k∈N a random walk at random time. We show that under suitable conditions, it scales to an (H-sssi)-time Lévy motion, a generalization of iterated Brownian motion.
Introduction
Let B (i) (t), i = 1, 2, 3 be three independent Brownian motions, and let a two-sided Brownian motion be defined byB
(1) (t) if t ≥ 0 B (2) (−t) if t < 0.
(1)
In [Bur92] , Burdzy studied the process B (B (3) (t)) t≥0 which he called an iterated Brownian motion (IBM). It can be thought of as a two-sided Brownian motion which is non-monotonically "subordinated" to another Brownian motion. This process was also used by [DM92] to study the Bahadur-Kiefer process. Also, a variant of IBM, where the pure imaginary process iB (2) (−t) was substituted for t < 0, was utilized by [Fun79] to study the PDE:
Recently, more general processes at random times called α-time Brownian motions and α-time fractional Brownian motions were introduced in [Nan06, NWX11] . In these works (along with several references therein), the connection between processes at random times and various PDE's was studied, along with the local time and path properties of the iterated processes. In a different direction, the scaling and asymptotic density of a discretized version of IBM called iterated random walk was analyzed in the physics literature [Tur04] .
In this work, we consider generalizations of the iterated random walk which we call random walks at random times (RWRT) and dependent walks at random times (DWRT) and relate them with a different portion of the probability literature concerning random walks in random scenery. This relation was first noted in [KL96] who stated that there was "a surprising connection between the variations [of IBM] and H. Kesten and F. Spitzer's Brownian motion in random scenery." Later, in [KL99] , a form of measure-theoretic duality was shown between the two processes. Here, we present a mechanism on the discrete level which shows a connection between the two processes.
We show that under suitable conditions, the scaling limits of RWRT and DWRT are (H-sssi)-time α-stable Lévy motions, a new class of processes at random times. If X(t) is a two-sided α-stable Lévy motion defined similarly to (1), and Y t is an independent α-stable Lévy motion then we call X(Y t ) an iterated Lévy motion. If, more generally, Y t is an independent H-self-similar, stationary-increment process (sssi), then an (H-sssi)-time α-stable Lévy motion is given by X(Y t ). Assuming 0 < H < 1, we will see that X(Y t ) is an H/α-sssi process with Hurst exponent less than 1/α. They naturally complement stable processes in random scenery which are the limiting continuous processes of [KS79] and [Wan03] and which have Hurst exponents greater than 1/α ( [Wan03] considered only the case α = 2, but this was extended to α < 2 by [CD09] ).
Random walks in random scenery (RWRS) and their scaling limits, stable processes in random scenery, were first introduced independently in [KS79, Bor79] . The purpose of [KS79] was to introduce a new class of sssi processes given by the scaling limits of RWRS. The scaling limits have integral representations as stable integrals of local time kernels (of a process Y t ). When the random scenery are α-stable laws, they scale to the α-stable random measure against which the local time kernel is integrated. In comparison, there is also an integral representation of (H-sssi)-time α-stable Lévy motions given by the stable integration of random kernels of type 1 [0,Yt] against α-stable random measures.
When Y t is a generic H-sssi process, the stable processes in random scenery discussed above also include the model of [Wan03] . Wang used "dependent walks" to collect the scenery, instead of random walks, leading to a dependent walk in random scenery (DWRS). In particular, the dependent walks he used were discrete-time Gaussian processes known to scale to fractional Brownian motion (fBm).
Random reward schema are sums of independent copies of discrete processes in random scenery. In [CS06, DGP08, CD09] it was shown that the random reward schema of RWRS and DWRS scale to H-sssi symmetric α-stable (SαS) processes called local time fractional SαS motions (with H > 1/α). In this work, we show that the scaling limits of random reward schema for RWRT and DWRT are H-sssi SαS processes called indicator fractional SαS motions (with H < 1/α) which were introduced in [Jun11] .
Note that fBm is the only sssi Gaussian process. Thus, when the scenery has finite variance and α = 2, local time fractional SαS motions and indicator fractional SαS motions reduce to fBm with H > 1/2 and H < 1/2, respectively.
As will be seen in Section 2, the mechanism behind the connection between local time and indicator fractional stable motions is the same as the mechanism which connects Brownian motion in random scenery (BMRS) with IBM. In effect, the mechanism shows that the indicator kernels of the latter processes can be thought of as "alternating" versions of the local time kernels of the former.
Together, local time fractional SαS motions and indicator fractional stable motions form a class of fractional stable motions (H-sssi SαS processes) which may be thought of as one of several generalizations of fractional Brownian motion. Their increment processes are stationary and have the ergodic-theoretic property of being null conservative, a concept introduced in [Sam05] . This property distinguishes them from fractional stable motions which have dissipative or positive conservative increment processes. The most well-known examples of fractional stable motions with dissipative or positive conservative increment processes are the linear fractional stable motions and the real harmonizable stable motions, respectively, as can be seen in the figure below.
We also consider single-scenery random reward schema introduced in [DGP09] . Here we again take sums of identically distributed RWRTs or DWRTs. However the copies have a dependence structure since they use the same "single scenery". This dependence will be made more explicit below. The scaling limits of single-scenery random reward schema of RWRS and DWRS no longer have stationary increments, however, they are easily seen to be H-ss SαS processes with H > 1/α. Similarly, the scaling limits of single-scenery random reward schema of RWRT and DWRT are H-ss SαS processes with H < 1/α.
Finally, we also present a recursive construction of some local time and indicator fractional stable motions. In particular, we show that at each step of the recursion, the local times exist and are in L 2 (Ω × R). The recursively defined processes give the first examples of local time fractional stable motions for which the processes collecting the scenery are neither fBm nor β-stable Lévy motions.
In the case α = 2, the processes are given by integrals against Gaussian random measures, and the recursion constructs fBm, of any dyadic Hurst parameter, using one Brownian motion and a countable family of independent random Gaussian measures.
As mentioned above, RWRT and, in particular, its scaling limit are in some sense non-monotonically subordinated processes. Usually one may not undo a subordination-for example one can embed a stable process in Brownian motion, but cannot extract Brownian motion from the stable process since the filtration is strictly smaller. However we will see that when the scaling limit of the random time process, Y t , is fBm, one can undo the subordination using the time-change τ s = inf t≥0 {t : Y t = s}. Extending such a time-change procedure to the kernels of indicator fractional stable motions when α = 2, we find that one can, in some sense, extract Brownian motion from fractional Brownian motions satisfying H < 1/2.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we describe RWRTs and RWRSs. We also describe their respective random reward schema and scaling limits. The section ends with a statement describing new scaling limit results. The proofs of the scaling weak convergence results are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the recursive construction mentioned above, and complete the nontrivial task of showing that the recursion produces processes that are well-defined. The main component of this task is showing that the local times exist and are in L 2 (Ω×R). Finally, in Section 5 we explain how to extract Brownian motion from fBm with any Hurst parameter satisfying H < 1/2.
2 Discrete and continuous models 2.1 Random walks at random times and alternating random reward schema
We start with a simple description of RWRS. Let {η α (k)} k∈Z be a set of i.i.d. symmetric random variables in the domain of attraction of an SαS law, α ∈ (0, 2] with scale parameter σ = 1. The family {η α (k)} depicts the scenery associated to the vertices of Z. Let
be a symmetric random walk on Z with steps ξ β (k) in the domain of attraction of an SβS law, β ∈ (1, 2]. The random walk roams amidst the scenery {η α (k)} which are independent from the steps {ξ β (k)}. The cumulative scenery process
is called a random walk in random scenery. The scenery {η α (k)} can alternatively be thought of as random rewards collected by the random walk when it visits vertex k. We note that some authors call the pair (W, η α (W )) a RWRS process (for example [dHS06] ). Since most of the papers cited in this work refer to (4) as the RWRS, we stick with this notation.
Wang [Wan03] considered a slight modification of RWRS by using a discrete approximation of a Gaussian process instead of a random walk:
Here · is the ceiling function and G H (k) is the partial sum of a stationary Gaussian process X k with correlations r(j
where 0 < H < 1. In addition to (5), there have been myriad generalizations of (4) and we refer the reader to the introduction of [GPP10] for a nice summary of such generalizations. We refer to (5) as a dependent walk in random scenery (DWRS). In general, we consider Z n (η α , W H ) for which the collecting process W H (n) has stationary increments and also satisfies the following scaling limit properties:
where D([0, ∞)) is equipped with the usual Skorohod topology (also called the J 1 -topology).
The condition that Y t be sssi guarantees that Z n scales to an sssi process as well, and this was in fact the original motivation of introducing Z n in [KS79] . Note that we use the stable parameter α ∈ (0, 2] for the scenery/rewards and consequently the increments of the RWRS/DWRS, however we reserve the stable parameter β ∈ (1, 2] for the increments of the collecting process (note that we require β > 1 in order to guarantee E|Y t | < ∞).
We introduce a variant of Z n in which the rewards alternate in sign and are associated with edges instead of vertices. In our variant of RWRS, we use symmetric rewards {η α (e)} together with signs {σ e }, σ e ∈ {−1, +1} associated to the edge set of Z. At time zero, all signs are plus one, σ e (0) = +1, however (σ e (n)) n≥0 is a process determined by the collecting process in a manner discussed below.
Consider a discrete collecting process W H (n) satisfying condition (SLP). Note that our definition allows |W H (n) − W H (n − 1)| to be greater than one. Let E n be the set of connected edges traversed on the nth step of W H (n), i.e. the set of edges between W H (n − 1) and W H (n) (thus E n has cardinality |W H (n) − W H (n − 1)|). At the nth step, the process W H (n)
• earns the signed rewards σ e (n − 1) · η α (e) of all edges e ∈ E n and then • reverses the sign σ e of each e ∈ E n so that it will receive the exact opposite reward the next time it traverses e.
A (dependent) random walk at random time (DWRT/RWRT) with a non-monotonically subordinating random time process W H (n) is a process
where σ e (k) ∈ {−1, +1} is the sign of e at time k.
To explain the name of the process, consider that in an RWRT, due to cancelation, each reward η α (e) contributes either one or zero net terms to the sum (7). When e is to the right of the origin, the number of net terms is one if and only if W H (n) is to the right of e, and when e is to the left of the origin, the number of net terms is one if and only if W H (n) is to the left of e. It follows that
where e ∈ [0, x] means that e lies between 0 and x regardless of the sign of x. The partial sum of rewards e∈[0,n] η α (e) is just a random walk S α (n). If we let S α (0) = 0 and extend the random walk to negative times in the natural way, then thinking of time being determined by the location of W H (n), we have
As an aside, if we take (8) as our initial definition rather than (7) then the rewards may equally well be placed on the vertices instead of the edges. The reader may therefore choose to visualize this process in any of several ways according to his or her own aesthetic preference.
The relationship between Z n and A n should be clear. In particular, when the collecting process is a simple random walk W (n), a relation is made by using a bijection which assigns to each vertex k either the edge lying to its left whenever the previous step of W (n) was in the positive direction (right), or the edge lying to its right whenever the previous step of W (n) was in the negative direction (left). To extend the relation to other random walks, one must use a modified version of Z n which, when going from x to y on the nth step, collects a reward not only from y, but all vertices between x and y. In view of this relationship between Z n and A n , if P s is the measure for the random scenery and P is the measure for W H , then the processes Z n and A n can be defined on the same product space with measure P s × P .
There is a further relationship between Z n and the variations of A n which mirrors the connection between BMRS and the variations of IBM as presented in [KL99] . In order to explain this relationship, it will be convenient to let the collecting walk W (n) be a simple random walk and to have the rewards for both Z n and A n be attached to the edges of Z, rather than to the vertices. For p ∈ N let the p-th variation of A n be defined as
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the i.i.d. rewards {η α (e)} are symmetric and have finite pth moments. If p is odd, then
] is a RWRS. In both cases, the rewards collected by the processes are given by {ζ (p) (e)} where
Proof. For i ≥ 1 we let E i denote the edge between W (i − 1) and W (i). We then have
Note that
If p = 2q is even, then the sign (σ e (i − 1)) 2q in (12) is irrelevant. Therefore,
Comparing with (11) shows this to be a RWRS with rewards given by {ζ (p) (e)}.
On the other hand, if p = 2q + 1 is odd, then the sign σ e(k)
causes the same cancelation as we have with RWRT, and since η α is symmetric, there is no longer a need to subtract the expectation. Thus, (12) yields
Comparing again with (11) shows this to be a RWRT with rewards given by {ζ (p) (e)}.
We now compare this with the results of [KL99] . Let I s denote an IBM, fix an interval [0, t], and let
where n (t) converges in distribution to IBM when p is odd and BMRS when p is even; see Theorems 3.2, 4.4, 4.5, and the discussion in the middle of page 631. If we consider the natural association between BMRS and RWRS on the one hand and between IBM and RWRT on the other, we see that the simple Theorem 2.1 provides an intuitive backdrop for the much more difficult results concerning the continuous case in [KL99] .
We now return to study of A n in the general case. We will need processes extended to non-integer times, and we will therefore denote the linear interpolation of A n as
Let us now describe the two different random reward schema we will use. Let us start with an alternating version of the random reward schema introduced in [CS06] . Let {(W (i) H (n)) n≥0 } i∈N be independent copies of W H (n) which are also independent from independent copies of the rewards {{η
is an alternating random reward scheme. If we instead follow the single-scenery schema of [DGP09] and use the same single copy of rewards {η
is a single scenery alternating random reward scheme.
Scaling limits of random reward schema
In this section we state some known results concerning the scalings of RWRS and DWRS to stable integral representations. These will motivate our results concerning the scalings of RWRT and DWRT. Let us first recall an important definition. Suppose m is a σ-finite measure on a measurable space (E, B), and that B 0 = {A ∈ B : m(A) < ∞}.
Definition 2.2. A SαS random measure M with control measure m is a σ-additive set function on B 0 such that for all A i ∈ B 0
Section 3.3 of [ST94] contains an introduction to this topic. The immediate importance to us is that the scaling limits of RWRS and DWRS are integrals with respect to stable random measures, where the integral kernel is the local time of a properly scaled collecting processW H (linearly interpolated) which is either G H or S β with β ∈ (1, 2]. The process 1 n H W H (nt) converges weakly to a scaling limit, denoted byỸ t , which is respectively fBm-H in C([0, ∞)) or a β-stable Lévy motion in D([0, ∞)). Let (Ω , F , P ) be the probability space ofỸ t . It is known thatỸ t has a jointly continuous local time Ỹ (t, x); this was shown for β-stable Lévy motions in [Boy64] and for fBm in [Ber74] . Moreover, for all t ≥ 0 and all α ∈ (0, 2],Ỹ t satisfies
by Theorem 3.1 in [CS06] and Lemma 2.1 in [DGP08] . Here we interpret Ỹ (t) as the increasing family of random functions which satisfy the occupation time formula
for any Borel set A. Let M 0 (dx) be an SαS random measure with Lebesgue control measure which is independent fromỸ t . Throughout this subsection we will let
A stable process in random scenery is an H-sssi SαS process given by
which is well-defined by (20) (see Chapter 3 of [ST94] ). Recall that η α (k) is in the domain of attraction of an SαS law. It was shown in [KS79, Wan03, CD09] that the following weak convergence holds in C([0, ∞)):
Henceforth we will use H for the Hurst parameter of the collecting process and H for the Hurst parameter of the resulting stable process in random scenery. The Hurst exponent H = 1−H +H /α can be explained by using the local time scaling relation
In [CS06] , weak convergence in C([0, ∞)) was shown for a properly normalized random reward scheme
where Z t is the linear interpolation of Z n in the same manner as (16). The {S (i) 2 (n)} i∈N are independent copies of mean zero, finite variance (β = 2) random walks which have H = 1/2 explaining the exponent H = α+1 2α . They collect independent copies of i.i.d. rewards {η (i) α (k)} i∈N which are also independent from the random walks. Cohen and Samorodnitsky called the limiting process an fBm-1/2 local time fractional stable motion. In [CD09] , the discrete collecting process was generalized to G H and convergence to fBm-H local time fractional stable motions for any H ∈ (0, 1) was proved. In [DGP08] , a collecting process scaling to β-stable Lévy motion (β > 1) was used, and consequently, other local time fractional stable motions were obtained in the limit. Let us now explicitly state these collective results.
Recall that (Ω , F , P ) is the probability space ofỸ t . Suppose M 1 (dω , dx) is an SαS random measure that has control measure P ×Lebesgue, but lives on some other probability space (Ω, F, P). As above,W H is either G H or S β with β ∈ (1, 2]. Letting H be as in (22), in light of (20) we define a local time fractional stable motion as the process
Let (c n ) be an integer sequence with c n → ∞ and let {η 
Let M 2 be a stable random measure with Lebesgue control measure with the restriction that α ∈ (1, 2], and again let H be as in (22). We may use (20) and Holder's inequality to define
Note that the scale parameter at time t for (28) is
, a convergence result (in finite dimensional distributions) with respect to the single scenery case was given in Theorem 4.2 of [DGP09] :
As stated earlier, the process on the right-side is H-ss, but using (29) one can see that this process does not in general have stationary increments. It is convenient to write (26) and (28) as renormalized sums of (23) which appeal to the Stable Central Limit Theorem and the Law of Large Numbers, respectively (see [CD09, DGP08, DGP09] ). The former renormalization is applied to the entire integral in (23) and the convergence is in C([0, ∞)) whereas the latter renormalization applies only to the integral kernel:
2.3 Scaling limits of alternating random reward schema
We are now ready to state our results concerning the scaling limits of A(t) and its associated random reward schema (17) and (18). Throughout this subsection we assume that the discrete collecting process W H (n) is extended to continuous time by linear interpolation and that it has the scaling limit Y t as given in condition (SLP). Independent copies of i.i.d. rewards {η
α (k)} i∈N are, as usual, in the domain of attraction of an SαS law (scale parameter σ = 1) and independent from the random walks. The space (Ω , F , P ) supports Y t , and the SαS random measures M i are as in the previous subsection. Define the processes
which are analogous to (23), (26), and (28). The above are all self-similar with common index H = H /α, and (34) and (35) are SαS processes. One can also observe (see Theorem 2.2 in [Jun11] ) that both (33) and (34) have stationary increments. We call (33) an (H -sssi)-time α-stable Lévy motion or more generally a stable process at random time. If X(t) is a two-sided α-stable Lévy motion, then we may also write (33) as X(Y t ). The process (34) is an indicator fractional stable motion as introduced in [Jun11] . The process (35) is the alternating analog of the scaling limit of a single scenery random reward scheme introduced in [DGP09] . Theorem 2.3. Let H = H /α, and let c n → ∞ as n → ∞.
• The following convergence holds in f.d.d.:
If the rewards are symmetric with finite variance (α = 2) and n
• If α > 1, then
The interest of the first convergence result (to (H -sssi)-time α-stable Lévy motion) lies in the fact that this seems to be the first such Donsker-type theorem for iterated processes where the random time process is not a subordinator, i.e., not an increasing Lévy process. In the case where the random time process is a subordinator, similar convergence results are well known. In fact, in Section 2.2 of [NWX11] , such results are extended to the case where the scenery have a certain dependence structure. Their Donsker-type theorem shows convergence to an α-time fractional Brownian motion.
It is not hard to see that ∆ H (t), Γ H (t), and Λ H (t) are all continuous in probability. However, by Theorem 10.3.1 in [ST94] , when α < 2, ∆ H (t) and Γ H (t) are not sample continuous. In those cases, the best we can hope for is weak convergence in D([0, ∞) ). We will see in the remark at the end of Subsection 3.2, that even this is a lot to ask. In that remark, it is argued that even in the simplest cases ∆ H (t) is not even in D([0, ∞) ). In particular, the weak convergence in C([0, ∞)) and D([0, ∞)) given in the first part of Theorem 2.3 depends heavily on the fact that α = 2. In this case, the scaling limit of S α is continuous since it is simply Brownian motion. The condition that n −H W H ( nt ) is uniformly integrable holds when W H is either G H or S β , β > 1. The former follows from a Gaussian concentration inequality which bounds
, p. 60), and the latter follows from eq. (5.s) in [GR91] and the bound
3 Proofs of weak convergence
Finite dimensional distributions
A convenient tool in proving convergence of the finite dimensional distributions is a diagonal convergence theorem of [Dom11] . In order to state this theorem we require some definitions. As usual η α (k) is in the domain of attraction of the SαS law with scale parameter σ = 1, and it is the reward on the edge between k and k + 1. For fixed positive h, define µ h to be the random signed measure on R which is a.s. absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and whose random density is given by
For a locally integrable function f ∈ L 1 loc , define
For 0 < α < 1, we will say that (f n ) n∈N converges to f in D α if the following two conditions hold:
• there is some η > α
The following diagonal convergence is shown in Proposition 3.1 of [Dom11] (see also Proposition 3.1 of [DGP09] ).
Proposition 3.1 (Dombry). Suppose M 0 (dx) is an α-stable random measure, α ∈ (0, 2], and (f n ) n∈N converges to f in F α . If h n → 0 as n → ∞ then the random variables µ hn [f n ] converge weakly as n → ∞ and in particular,
We now start by showing convergence in f.d.d. for Theorem 2.3. However, to reduce notation and simplify the presentation, we only prove convergence of the one-dimensional distributions for some fixed t > 0. The extension to f.d.d. in all three cases follows easily using the Cramer-Wold device (see for example Theorem 3.9.5 in [Dur10] ).
Also without loss of generality we use n −H A nt instead of the linear interpolation n −H A nt since they differ by at most n −H η α (k) which goes a.s. to 0 as n → ∞.
According to assumption (SLP), X n (t) ⇒ Y (t). By Skorohod's representation theorem, there is a common probability space on whichX n 
By Proposition 3.1 and the fact that
Convergence in f.d.d. for (38):
For multiple independent walkers in the same scenery, we follow the arguments of Proposition 2.4 in [DGP09] . Fix t ∈ [0, ∞). As in the proof of (36), using Skorohod's representation theorem and Proposition 3.1, we have for α ∈ (1, 2]:
],
for each i ∈ N and for allω ∈Ω (the bar includes the dependence on t). We need only show the following converges in probability to zero as n → ∞:
where for fixed n, the random variablesX
Consider a triangular array such that for each fixed n, there are c n i.i.d. random variables
in each row, and for each fixed i, the column of random variables (U (n) i ) n∈N converges weakly to zero. For such triangular arrays, the following weak law holds (see Proposition 2.4 in [DGP09] ):
thus proving (44). 
thus completing the proof of one-dimensional weak convergence for (38).
Convergence in f.d.d. for (37):
We will mimic the arguments of [KS79, DGP08, CD09]. Let
Using the last equality in (42), we have
where φ ηα is the real-valued characteristic function of a symmetric reward η α and
Suppose φ α (v) = exp(−|v| α ) is the characteristic function of the SαS law of scale parameter σ = 1. We show that the following asymptotic holds as n → ∞:
If (x i ) i∈Z and (x i ) i∈Z are sequences in [−1, 1] with only finitely many terms not equal to one, then
Letting g(y) = sup
we have
By assumption, n −H |W H ( nt ; ω )| converges weakly and is bounded in L 1 , so to prove (49) we need only show that g(θc −1/α n n −H ) is bounded and converges in probability to 0. Since η α is in the domain of attraction of the SαS law with σ = 1, by the Stable Central Limit Theorem we have that as
Thus g is bounded, continuous, and vanishes at 0. Eq. (49) follows since θc
has an SαS law with scale parameter σ = 1. Using (49), the c n th root of (47) is equal to
and using the assumption of uniform integrability we have that
as required.
Tightness
In this section we will prove tightness for the family of processes on the left side of (36), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us note that tightness results for iterated processes where the random time process is nondecreasing and converges to a stable subordinator are quite standard (see Chapter 13 in [Whi02] ). The difficulty we face in this subsection is caused by the fact that our subordination is non-monotonic.
Proof of tightness for (36) when α = 2: We prove the case when n −H W H (nt) converges in D([0, ∞)); the C[0, ∞)) follows similarly. Since we are in the case α = 2 we drop the subscript α and write S = S α . Recalling H = H /2, set
By Theorem 15.2 in [Bil68] , it is necessary and sufficient to show (i) For each > 0 there is M > 0 such that
(ii) For each > 0 there is an n 0 and 0 < δ < 1 such that
where m Xn is the cadlag modulus. We note that in the C[0, ∞)) case, Theorem 8.2 of [Bil68] simply replaces m Xn in the above with the the continuity modulus m Xn . On the event {W H (nt) ∈ [m, m + 1)} we see that |X n (t)| is bounded by n −H (|S(m)| + |η 2 |), the sum of m i.i.d. symmetric rewards plus an |η 2 |, a single reward which is independent of the sum.
we may apply Lévy's maximal inequality to get, for every M 2 > 0,
Now choose C so that for all n
which is possible since W H (n) satisfies (SLP). We then have, for each n
Next, since S(m) scales to Brownian motion, we may choose M 2 such that P(|S( Cn H )| > M 2 n H /2 ) < /6 for all n. We then have that (58) is bounded by
Letting M = M 1 + M 2 , we have proved (i).
We now show that (ii) is satisfied by
and (i), we may choose T so that
By convergence in C([0, 1]) (see (ii)), given > 0, one can choose δ 1 and n 1 ∈ N such that
where the continuity modulus is taken over t ∈ [−T, T ]. Next, choose δ 2 and n 2 ∈ N such that
where the cadlag modulus is taken over t ∈ [0, 1]. Let {t i } be increasing times in [0, 1] satisfying t i − t i−1 > δ 2 . Setting m = n H , W H (ns) = mu, and W H (nt) = mv, we have by (60) and (62) that for m large enough
By (61), the right side is bounded by for m large enough. This proves tightness when α = 2.
Remark: If α < 2, then S α scales to an α-stable Lévy motion, X(t). Fix > 0 and let τ > 0 be the first positive time such that |X(τ ) − lim t→τ − X(t)| > . Consider the simple case where W H scales to a Brownian motion, B t . Let τ be the first time B t − τ hits 0. As is well-known, B t − τ oscillates around 0 immediately, thus lim t→τ + X(B t ) does not exist a.s. This argument, which can be made rigorous, shows that even in the elementary case where the collecting process scales to Brownian motion, the process X(B t ) is not cadlag.
A recursive construction of some fractional stable motions
Throughout this section we will suppose that α ∈ (1, 2]. We present two related recursive constructions of some H-sssi processes. The first recursion produces stable processes in random scenery, while the second recursion produces local time and indicator fractional stable motions. Note that only the second recursion leads to SαS processes. Since fBm is the only sssi Gaussian process, when α = 2 the second construction gives us fBm. In particular, if on the first step of the recursion we use Brownian motion as the collecting process (or random time process), then we obtain fBm of any dyadic Hurst parameter.
Although the first construction does not in general lead to α-stable processes, we will see that the finite dimensional distributions of the processes have finite α moments, and thus one can appeal to the Stable Central Limit Theorem and normalize partial sums of independent copies of the stable processes in random scenery in order to get honest stable processes (in a manner similar to (31)) .
Let Y ∅ t be an H-sssi process satisfying the four conditions of Theorem 4.1 below. Consider the vector v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) with coordinates v j ∈ {+, −}. Let us use the notationv to denote v truncated by removing the last element, that is,v = (v 1 , . . . , v n−1 ). The empty set ∅ will denote the empty vector.
We define the process Y v t recursively from Yv t and an α-stable random measure M 0 (dx), with α ∈ (1, 2], assumed to be independent from Yv t . If v n = (+) we let
and if v n = (−) we let
The second recursive procedure is defined similarly. We again use vectors, now denoted w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ), with coordinates taking one of two different values. However, in order to distinguish between the two procedures, we let w j ∈ { * , ×}. As before, we letŵ = (w 1 , . . . , w n−1 ).
Once again Y w t is defined recursively from Yŵ t and an α-stable random measure M 1 with α ∈ (1, 2] , however, the control measure of M 1 is no longer Lebesgue measure as it was in the case of M 0 . Suppose that (Ω , F , P ) is the probability space of Yŵ t . Then, just as in (26), M 1 (dω × dx) has control measure P ×Lebesgue and lives on some other probability space (Ω, F, P). If w n = ( * ) we let Y
and if w n = (×) we let
We must show that the above recursions makes sense, i.e. that the integrals are well-defined. In general, it is known that H-sssi SαS processes have L 2 (R) local times almost surely. This almost gets us to where we want to be, however there are two separate issues with which we must deal.
According to (19) we need that the integral kernels of (64) and (65) are in L α (R) (which easily follows if they are in L 2 (R)), but (64) and (65) are not in general SαS processes, and thus we need an extra argument to show that they have L 2 (R) local times almost surely. The second issue concerns (66) and (67) which are SαS processes, but are well-defined only if the local times are in L α (Ω × R). In other words, we will need the α-th moment of the local times to be integrable. To solve these two issues, we use the following result.
(c) Y 1 has a bounded continuous density.
Then the processes . Moreover, all four processes have finite α moments which implies they also satisfy (a).
Remarks:
1. For the proof, we need that Y satisfies the occupation time formula are not in general stable. However, as mentioned above, when they have finite α moments, one can use the Stable Central Limit Theorem and normalize partial sums of independent copies of these processes to get stable processes.
Proof:
Well-defined H-sssi processes with finite αth moments: To see that the Y • t are well defined and satisfy (a), we have
which is positive and finite since Y t satisfies (a). Also,
To see that (73) is finite and nonzero, note that E R Y (1, x)dx = 1 by the occupation time formula and 
Let us show (b) for Y ( * )
t . We have
we see that
which is finite since E R Y (1, u) α du > 0 by the occupation time formula.
To show (b) for Y (+) t
, write
Using (77) and (79) we have that in this case (74) is
1/α and integrating we obtain, for some
To show that this is finite we need only show that E (
so by Holdër's inequality
By the occupation time formula, the left side of (82) equals 1 a.s. so that
Property (d) of Y t completes the proof of (b) for Y (+) .
Moving on to Y (×) t
, we have
Thus (74) reduces to
where
Finally, let us consider Y (−) . We may mimic steps (75) through (80) in order to reduce (74) to showing
But this follows from assumption (c) on Y t , since we may simply integrate |x| −1/α against the bounded continuous density of Y 1 which will give a finite value. This establishes (b) for Y (−) .
since property (d) holds for Y t .
Let us now suppose that 1 < α < 2. Theorem 10.5.1 of [ST94] states that if
for some family of L α (E, m) functions {f t (x)} t≥0 , where m is the control measure of M , then there is a constant C such that P( sup 
for any y > 0. We can therefore obtain (d) for Y 5 Brownian motion extracted from fBm, H < 1/2 Suppose α = 2. Then the family of stochastic integrals, (Y (×) t ) t≥0 , is an H -sssi Gaussian process, thus it is precisely fBm with Hurst exponent H < 1/2. In this section, we show that Brownian motion can be extracted from Y (×) t by time-changing its integral kernels. In order to motivate our time-changed kernels, we first show that Brownian motion can also be extracted from a stable process at random time, Y (−) t , using a time-change. To keep things simple, we assume in this section that the random time process Y t is itself an fBm. Thus it is a.s. continuous and satisfies the property that for each s > 0, τ s = inf t≥0 {t : Y t = s} < ∞ a.s.
Heuristically, time-changing the kernel of Y
• t undoes the subordination of Y
• t to the process Y t , leaving us with a process (M (A t )) t≥0 . We then observe that A s ⊂ A t for s < t, and that m(A t ) is linearly increasing (here m is the control measure). One need only check that such a procedure gives us what we want, by looking at the finite dimensional distributions. Since our interest is in the case α = 2, we have that M 0 , M 1 are Gaussian random measures on R and Ω × R, respectively, and we in fact need only check covariances.
Let us start by presenting the time-change of Y 
In the case of
we cannot look at "Y (×)
τt " since τ t lives on the same probability space as M 1 . We address this issue by instead time-changing the kernel 1 [0, Yt] . Let us define 
A good way to think about the above integral is in terms of a Central Limit Theorem similar to (31):
Here, τ (i) is measurable with respect to the σ-field of ∆ Proof. We have 
